UPB says ‘no’ to anti-Columbus speaker

**by Jeremy Rutherford**

news editor

A member of the Anishinabe (Chippewa nation), and he has Board (UPB) President Shawn Gittons when he was ap- ‘Sexy

by Jeremy Rutherford

poised to Zuberi about the “yes” vote, and asked him to revisit his proposal to the board at its scheduled meeting Thursday Oct. 5.

“He did not think that the be an anti-Columbus rally, Gittons said. “It was a very consensus- that the date fall on Oct. 10.

“Discussions and discussions to grins something- about the event, Zuberi said that ABC already had some of the- informal meeting Sept. 30. The UPB board is made up of 12 members, and it takes enough time to advertise, reach out to all students’ president... interviewed Hutchinson was among those concerned, but didn’t agree that we weren’t going to get into something never to give ABC the money was not the- the thing we kept getting hung up on was the date, said Gittons.

“Lost,” Gitton said. Zuberi lost, and that he’d give me another chance. at their next meeting.

The Cunninghams have a SEC office budget if Hancock II is passed. Margaret Cunningham, University of Missouri System President George Russell decided that the money was not the- the campuses would see their operations, “People- how they were able to help. in that. The people had rallied and that-

“University starts to feel effects of Hancock II

‘it would be foolish and cruel to hire people right now when you might not have money to pay them in a few months or a year.”-Morris Manning, University of Missouri director of Communications

“lost”

“People had to know that we weren’t going to advertise, reach out to all students’ president.”

The planning commission is still mull- a refined financial model is being com- pounded by Inflation and interest rates, Schmalfeldt said the module would cover financial concerns.

“We’re not going to hire any more people... you’re going to hire any more people, you’re going to have the- not the case. It’s a very carefully. If you change- same as... don’t want the-... people to hire people. we need to make a balance between-“This is a win-win for the student body,” said Schmalfeldt.

Schmalfeldt said there is a possibility of delaying the student referendum, planned for sometime in December. “We still need to get the-... people to come up with a financial model. “We need to balance the-... people to come up with-... people to come up with. “We need to make a balance between-“This is a win-win for the student body,” said Schmalfeldt.

Schmalfeldt said there is a possibility of delaying the student referendum, planned for sometime in December. “We still need to get the-... people to come up with a financial model. “We need to balance the-... people to come up with. “We need to make a balance between-“This is a win-win for the student body,” said Schmalfeldt.

Schmalfeldt said there is a possibility of delaying the student referendum, planned for sometime in December. “We still need to get the-... people to come up with a financial model. “We need to balance the-... people to come up with. “We need to make a balance between-“This is a win-win for the student body,” said Schmalfeldt.

We are happy to announce that we have developed a new financial model for UM-St. Louis. This model is the key decision that comes closest to meeting everyone’s objectives.”

The planning commission is still mull- a refined financial model is being com- pounded by Inflation and interest rates, Schmalfeldt said the module would cover financial concerns.

“We’re not going to hire any more people, you’re going to have the- not the case. It’s a very carefully. If you change- same as... don’t want the-... people to hire people. we need to make a balance between-“This is a win-win for the student body,” said Schmalfeldt.

Schmalfeldt said there is a possibility of delaying the student referendum, planned for sometime in December. “We still need to get the-... people to come up with a financial model. “We need to balance the-... people to come up with. “We need to make a balance between-“This is a win-win for the student body,” said Schmalfeldt.

Schmalfeldt said there is a possibility of delaying the student referendum, planned for sometime in December. “We still need to get the-... people to come up with a financial model. “We need to balance the-... people to come up with. “We need to make a balance between-“This is a win-win for the student body,” said Schmalfeldt.

Schmalfeldt said there is a possibility of delaying the student referendum, planned for sometime in December. “We still need to get the-... people to come up with a financial model. “We need to balance the-... people to come up with. “We need to make a balance between-“This is a win-win for the student body,” said Schmalfeldt.

Schmalfeldt said there is a possibility of delaying the student referendum, planned for sometime in December. “We still need to get the-... people to come up with a financial model. “We need to balance the-... people to come up with. “We need to make a balance between-“This is a win-win for the student body,” said Schmalfeldt.
If you're only looking for a
JOB don't read on.

We're looking for the rare person who can recognize the opportunity for a head start in one of the most rewarding professions. A college internship with Northwestern Mutual Life could be the break you've been hoping for. If you've got your own boss, get paid for your productivity and gain practical business experience. Potential for full-time career after graduation. If you're an achievement-oriented sr., or grad student, call:

Scott Underwood at S 89-0989

HELP WANTED
FUNDRAISING! Choose from 3 different teams/leagues/activities at No. 2 this weekend. No payment. Earn $25 for your group plus personal cash bonus for yourself. Call 1-800-982-6529, Ext. 65.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW FERRYING! Earn up to $2,000/month working on Cruise Ships or Land-Based companies. World travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal and Full-Time employment available. No experience necessary. For more information: call 1-206-541-0451 or OY44.

HELP WANTED
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS: F-1 or Green Card Program. Contact: 1-800-644-3065. For all student issues. Call 1-818-772-7168 or 1-800-989-4425 Monday-Sunday 11am-11pm.

PRE-MED One-on-one preparation for medical school interview by M.D. with 7 years' experience and proven applicant success. Don't leave the final step to chance. Be your best. Call AFIP, Applying Physicians' Review: (719) 766-6666.

Services

SERVICES

NEED WORD PROCESSING HELP? Papers, resumes, you name it. Options include editing, copying,arsi-weakness service. Some foreign language typing. Reasonable rates for good service. Call 345-5642.

NEEDED: HEALTHY MALES

Non-smokers ages 18-25. Who participate in evaluation of pharmaceutical products seeking FDA approval. Evaluations include filling out the General Medical Research Data sheet at your place of work, then coming in for the actual test. 15 hours per day. During that time, you will be asked to furnish food and shelter for the duration of the test (30 months). There is a $25 per month fee. For a 3-4 pound increase in your weight and height ratio. Free lib work and physical exams every 30 days. Typical salary: about $300 per project. Projects take place during weekdays or weekends.

For more information, call 946-1234 from 9-5 p.m. Tuesday - Thursday.

School Age Child Care

SITE DIRECTORS NEEDED

12 Hours of Onsite Child Care Credit Hours

60 Total College Credit Hours or Two Years Experience

Hours: 6:30-9:30 a.m. and 3-6 p.m.

Benefits: Free West County membership and the opportunity to work with people of diverse backgrounds.

Salary: $50 per hour

CALL: 532-6515

Young Men's Christian Association

YMCA

ATTENTION STUDENTS

for 1-0-N-G hours of study

while working our
WE HAVE THE PERFECT PRODUCT FOR YOU!

SHAPE-FAS

All natural, herbal products. No chemicals or drugs.

7872 S. Florissant Rd.
522-6799

Own a Challenge, Win a Giveaway

Celebrate a Spooktacular Month of Co-op!

Gather your friends and family for a fun-filled night with our special Halloween party at the Co-op.

Join us on October 31st from 5-8 p.m.

Co-op will be open late that day to accommodate everyone.

Gain care-rated experiences through the Cooperative Education Program and have a generally good time while you learn and earn.

See the Co-op Office for more details.

Career Placement Services

308 Woods Hall
Fiscal responsibility: a must for organizations

do organizations the efficiency and prioritizing that is necessary to run a business. Organizations whose fore­ thought in their budget planning are re­7warded with the allocations necessary to accomplish their goals. On the other hand, organizations who fail to use foresight in planning their budget will be left with a budget that doesn’t accomplish their goals.

When a budget process runs smoothly, everyone gains. Organiza­ tions reach their full potential by learning how to run an efficient and expanding organization, something that actu­ alizes its goals. Stu­ dents get the opportunity to par­ ticipate in successfully run pro­ grams and take advantage of every­ thing the organization has to offer.

But, for some reason, ABC just doesn’t get it. They skipped planning ahead, and instead they are the ones who are being shortchanged. This is why the student body should be concerned with ABC’s spending.

As the student body, we have a right to know how our money is being spent. It is time to awaken the students of the need to participate in the budget process.

ABC is asking for $4,000 to be used for a “special project”, but what is this project? They are asking for the money without giving any reason for it. This is unacceptable. The student body should have a say in how their money is being spent.

ABC should be more transparent in their spending. They should not be asking for money without giving a clear reason for it. This is unfair to the student body.

As students, we have a right to know how our money is being spent. It is time to demand transparency from ABC. We should have a say in how our money is being spent. This is our right as students.

ABC’s request for $4,000 is not justified. They should be more transparent in their spending. They should not be asking for money without giving a clear reason for it. This is unfair to the student body. As students, we have a right to know how our money is being spent. It is time to demand transparency from ABC.
The following criminal incidents were reported to campus police during the week of Sept. 26 to Oct. 3:

9-28 A student reported that unknown persons cut the convertible top on her vehicle while it was parked on the second level of parking garage D between 10:30 a.m. and 1:45 p.m.

9-29 A student reported that unknown persons slashed the driver's side glass and damaged the vehicle's CD player. The incident occurred in parking garage D between 5:30 a.m. and 10:40 a.m. in parking garage D, Level 3.

A staff person reported that unknown persons cut the top half of a bubble-gum machine between 2:30 p.m. and 4:15 p.m. The bubble-gum machine was located in the Science Library.

A staff person reported that unknown persons burned a stolen laptop on the window of her vehicle and then turned off the stolen laptop.

A student reported that unknown persons forced open her room door of which had been left open partially by the student. Taking were a desktop computer valued at $135. The incident occurred 10:30 a.m. and 10:45 p.m.

A student reported finding a wallet between 9:20 a.m. and 9:40 a.m. in the first floor ladies bathroom in the Social Science Building. The wallet was found with $100 in cash and a pair of tennis shoes.

A student reported that unknown persons forced open her room door of which had been left open partially by the student. Taking were a desktop computer valued at $135. The incident occurred between 10:30 a.m. and 1:45 p.m.

The campus crime rate has decreased this year, according to police department records. The number of reported incidents has decreased significantly compared to the previous year. However, the police department continues to patrol the campus and respond to incidents promptly.

The police department encourages students to take necessary precautions to prevent crime. They suggest keeping doors and windows locked, carrying personal belongings securely, and reporting any suspicious activity immediately.
by Matt Fortney
editor-in-chief

The 1994 Homecoming bash rocked all night Oct. 1 at the Stuﬄe Concert Hall. Karl Ward and Jim Gilmore, the Stuﬄe Government Association (SGA) ofﬁcials who overviewed the planning, were very happy with the diversity of this year's activities.

"The video competition was wonderful," Ward said. "I think the campus is well represented. We have a lot of fun. I'm very pleased with the turnout.

"I'm especially impressed with the diversity. We have faculty and students, international and domestic." Gilmore added. "With the amount of time we had to work with it was very satisfying."
National depression screening day

by Scott Lamar associate managing editor

The UM-St. Louis Student Counseling Service held a depression screening and awareness day on Thursday, Oct. 6, to educate students on depression. UM-St. Louis was invited by the National Institute of Mental Health to participate in the nationwide event.

Sharon Biegen, the director of the Counseling Service, said the event was held to prepare for the end-of-season depression day to show students that people with depression are not alone. She said many students might be suffering from depression and not know it.

"Some people’s actually a physically problem, like a chemical imbalance...that leads to depression," Biegen said.

"The screening, which are confidential, are to help the students determine if there is a love or depression they might be suffering from and get help," said Biegen.

Biegen said, "In the past many people’s actually a physically experienced depression. The screening day is over, students can still seek help from a professional counselor or pick up some information or depression, whatever you think you need."

The screening test itself takes about 15 minutes and is composed of questions that are rated on a scale of 0 to 6.

Biegen said, "If the score indicates you are at risk, they may be twice as likely to develop depression."

"Some signs and symptoms of depression to look out for are:"

- Persistent sad or empty moods
- Feelings of guilt, worthlessness, helplessness
- Insomnia, early morning awakening, or oversleeping
- Appetite and weight loss or overeating and weight gain
- Difficulty concentrating, remembering, making decisions
- Decreased energy, fatigue, slowness
- Thoughts of death or attempting suicide

FROM PAGE 5

"Sure, I think Jean is doing a wonderful job," Eastman said. "She seems to be the embodiment of self-esteem, constantly feel down on with a professional counselor or pick up some information or depression, whatever you think you need."

Although it is possible to snap out of it, Biegen warns that lasting depression is not a good idea. "Depression is something that might go on through six months of exercising panic," Biegen said.

"The screening is being conducted by professionals in a way that was supposed to be feeling better, excited about good weather coming and new MORE THAN THE BLUES: Depressive and awareness day on screening day is over, students can still seek help from a professional counselor or pick up some information or depression, whatever you think you need."

"Some signs and symptoms of depression to look out for are:"n
- Persistent sad or empty moods
- Feelings of guilt, worthlessness, helplessness
- Insomnia, early morning awakening, or oversleeping
- Appetite and weight loss or overeating and weight gain
- Difficulty concentrating, remembering, making decisions
- Decreased energy, fatigue, slowness
- Thoughts of death or attempting suicide

"Sure, I think Jean is doing a wonderful job," Eastman said. "She seems to be the embodiment of self-esteem, constantly feel down on with a professional counselor or pick up some information or depression, whatever you think you need."

Although it is possible to snap out of it, Biegen warns that lasting depression is not a good idea. "Depression is something that might go on through six months of exercising panic," Biegen said.

"The screening is being conducted by professionals in a way that was supposed to be feeling better, excited about good weather coming and new

Biegen said many people’s actually a physically experienced depression. The screening day is over, students can still seek help from a professional counselor or pick up some information or depression, whatever you think you need."

Although it is possible to snap out of it, Biegen warns that lasting depression is not a good idea. "Depression is something that might go on through six months of exercising panic," Biegen said.

"The screening is being conducted by professionals in a way that was supposed to be feeling better, excited about good weather coming and new

Biegen said many people’s actually a physically experienced depression. The screening day is over, students can still seek help from a professional counselor or pick up some information or depression, whatever you think you need."

Although it is possible to snap out of it, Biegen warns that lasting depression is not a good idea. "Depression is something that might go on through six months of exercising panic," Biegen said.

"The screening is being conducted by professionals in a way that was supposed to be feeling better, excited about good weather coming and new
One-two punch is explosive duo

By Pete Dicrispino

To beat the UM-St. Louis women's soccer team, opponents have to do that one-two punch of forward Jeni Burton and Defender Jennifer Frohlich. The neat is not easy to accomplish.

Burton lasted the season scoring 21 goals and adding three assists for 24 points. Frohlich leads the team in scoring with 10 goals and is a consistent producer for keeping others’ mouths of the scoreboard.

When the two are on top of their games, their play is exciting.

“Jeni’s an old pro,” Frohlich said. “She has a nose for goal and she can’t be denied when she is on her game.”

A surprise team for many, the Riverwomen are scoring goals at will. Whether they build it or not, they will get it when others are not giving them chances.

It was an ugly second half, I didn’t like the way we played..."

—Riverwomen Head Coach Tom Redmond

Hard to handle: The Riverwomen one-two punch of Jennifer Frohlich (left) and Jeni Burton (right) have been driving opponents crazy this year. Burton and Frohlich have taken leadership of a young team and are convincing players to watch.

An assist, forward/defense/Crawford collected his first two goals of the season giving the ‘Rivermen 3-0’ lead. His first goal came on the 35:53 minute of play. Blomberg took the original shot, and Miners goalie Phil Maech made the save, but couldn’t hold on to the ball and Crawford was there to tap it in, “I saw Blomberg take the shot, and the goalie couldn’t handle it,” Crawford said. “I just tapped it there for the rebound.”

Ten minutes later, Crawford was whistled on a free kick and was awarded a penalty kick. He fired the ball at the goal and made the 10th goal of the season at the 42:49 minute of play.

Three goals in the second half, the Rivermen seemed to forget how to play defense in the second half, but still came away with the 5-2 victory over the UM-Rolla Miners on Wednesday.

“Even in the game, forward Greg Crawford collected his first two goals of the season giving the ‘Rivermen 3-0’ lead. His first goal came on the 35:53 minute of play. Blomberg took the original shot, and Miners goalie Phil Maech made the save, but couldn’t hold on to the ball and Crawford was there to tap it in, “I saw Blomberg take the shot, and the goalie couldn’t handle it,” Crawford said. “I just tapped it there for the rebound.”

Ten minutes later, Crawford was whistled on a free kick and was awarded a penalty kick. He fired the ball at the goal and made the 10th goal of the season at the 42:49 minute of play.

Three goals in the second half, the Rivermen seemed to forget how to play defense in the second half, but still came away with the 5-2 victory over the UM-Rolla Miners on Wednesday.

“Even in the game, forward Greg Crawford collected his first two goals of the season giving the ‘Rivermen 3-0’ lead. His first goal came on the 35:53 minute of play. Blomberg took the original shot, and Miners goalie Phil Maech made the save, but couldn’t hold on to the ball and Crawford was there to tap it in, “I saw Blomberg take the shot, and the goalie couldn’t handle it,” Crawford said. “I just tapped it there for the rebound.”

Ten minutes later, Crawford was whistled on a free kick and was awarded a penalty kick. He fired the ball at the goal and made the 10th goal of the season at the 42:49 minute of play.
Victory from page 7

The lead didn't last long. These remarkable ladies, Natalie Sanders of the Lady Miners scored, Hudson then re­sented Dawn Oyer into the lineup for defensive purposes.

"Downright playably trashable [led] game of her career here," Hudson said. "She took Sanders out of the game. She's type of player you give a role to and she'll perform it to a tee, and she's getting better with every game. Every time [Sanders] got the ball. Dawn was on her back."

Dyer and the rest of the team hit the road last weekend to play Barry Thursday in the road last weekend to play Barry.

"They're great kids and they're easy to get along with," Hudson said. "You'd kill around with them. They have great personalities." There was a sense of watching her major to flourish and still maintain on what she wants to take after graduation.

Frohlich is a Communication major who wants to land a job in public relations or advertising. However, she said her career has been connected to sports.

Week in review

Women's Volleyball

Men's Soccer:
Oct. 3, Homecoming game:
Rivermen 1 Bellarmine 0: Home Games in bold

The coaches of some of the top teams in the country had the opportunity to give their opinions of the season.

"This is a cow parish," Kooiman said. "It's pathetic that a club in a NCAA Division II league believes it can play on a field like this. As a coach, I don't think that's how the darn game should be played in any conference, we need to hold the people accountable for their judgments.

"It's a matter of opinion, it's a matter of fact," said Oakland University Head Coach Greg Par Whatever. "I'm going to put it to bed this year, to hopefully, by the last game of the season improvements will begin," Meckel said.

Did he say the last game of the season?

Not currently being taken, but the turning is on, just a little.

Soccer from page 7

"The Miners are the Rivermen's lead in 1-0, after Miners' defender Scott Harrison stole the ball away from Rivermen defender Joe Thompson and walked to unaccompanied of the 00: 25-minute to play."

Defensively, for the Rivermen, things weren't going too good, they did not improve. Midfield through the second half, Rivermen defender Ken Henry had to be carted off of the field in a stretcher with a back injury, He has already been the Rivermen's most consistent de­fender. His status after the game was unknown.

"Rice didn't look good this game. He took them off on the stretcher," Meckel said. "I'm keeping my fingers crossed right now."

Rice helped retrieve some of the pressure with his second goal of the game. Crawford kicked a cross pass to Rice who chipped it in to tie the score 2-2 at 19 minutes of play for his 11th goal of the season.

The Rivermen now have a record of 7-2-1, including Sundays with evacuation.

Column from page 7

AM I PREGNANT?

- FREE Pregnancy Testing
- Immediate results
- Completed confidential
- Call in or walk in

CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
725-3150
950 Frances Pl.
(St. Louis)
447-6477
2301 HWY 94
(St. Charles)
831-6723
337 N. HWY 67
(Fenton)
227-5111
500 industry Rd.
(Ballwin)
24-Hour Phone Service

And get in the game. We're The Sports Authority, the nation's largest chain of full-line sporting goods superstores where America finds all kinds of sporting, athletic apparel, fitness equipment and outdoor gear. From hiking to biking, tennis to tennis, we're the best in any field. You've never seen anything quite like it!

VARIED SCHEDULES AVAILABLE

Make the final cut at the biggest new game in town: our spectacular Manchester showcase. The fast-track starts at The Sports Authority for motivated, energetic people ready for a high-value retail environment.

Glen Gammill

attorney-at-law
Traffic Violations • DWI
Criminal
721-1554

as low as $50

GET OFF THE BENCH.

LIVE Entertainment
Fridays and Saturdays
Lunch and Dinner Specials

Halloween Party
ON THE MOVE: Rivermen forward Marcise Schmersal (12) leads a rush up field as Missouri-Rock defenders try to catch up. The Rivermen won the game 3-2, last Wednesday at the Den Dallas soccer field. The victory improved the women's record to 6-5-1.

Photo: Ken Durkin

The lead didn't last long. These remarkable ladies, Natalie Sanders of the Lady Miners scored, Hudson then re­sented Dawn Oyer into the lineup for defensive purposes.

"Downright playably trashable [led] game of her career here," Hudson said. "She took Sanders out of the game. She's type of player you give a role to and she'll perform it to a tee, and she's getting better with every game. Every time [Sanders] got the ball. Dawn was on her back."

Dyer and the rest of the team hit the road last weekend to play Barry Thursday in the road last weekend to play Barry.

"They're great kids and they're easy to get along with," Hudson said. "You'd kill around with them. They have great personalities." There was a sense of watching her major to flourish and still maintain on what she wants to take after graduation.

Frohlich is a Communication major who wants to land a job in public relations or advertising. However, she said her career has been connected to sports.

Week in review

Women's Volleyball

Men's Soccer:
Oct. 3, Homecoming game:
Rivermen 1 Bellarmine 0: Home Games in bold

The coaches of some of the top teams in the country had the opportunity to give their opinions of the season.

"This is a cow parish," Kooiman said. "It's pathetic that a club in a NCAA Division II league believes it can play on a field like this. As a coach, I don't think that's how the darn game should be played in any conference, we need to hold the people accountable for their judgments.

"It's a matter of opinion, it's a matter of fact," said Oakland University Head Coach Greg Par Whatever. "I'm going to put it to bed this year, to hopefully, by the last game of the season improvements will begin," Meckel said.

Did he say the last game of the season?

Not currently being taken, but the turning is on, just a little.

Soccer from page 7

"The Miners cut the Rivermen's lead in 1-0, after Miners' defender Scott Harrison stole the ball away from Rivermen defender Joe Thompson and walked to unaccompanied of the 00: 25-minute to play."

Defensively, for the Rivermen, things weren't going too good, they did not improve. Midfield through the second half, Rivermen defender Ken Henry had to be carted off of the field in a stretcher with a back injury, He has already been the Rivermen's most consistent de­fender. His status after the game was unknown.

"Rice didn't look good this game. He took them off on the stretcher," Meckel said. "I'm keeping my fingers crossed right now."

Rice helped retrieve some of the pressure with his second goal of the game. Crawford kicked a cross pass to Rice who chipped it in to tie the score 2-2 at 19 minutes of play for his 11th goal of the season.

The Rivermen now have a record of 7-2-1, including Sundays with evacuation.
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And get in the game. We're The Sports Authority, the nation's largest chain of full-line sporting goods superstores where America finds all kinds of sporting, athletic apparel, fitness equipment and outdoor gear. From hiking to biking, tennis to tennis, we're the best in any field. You've never seen anything quite like it!

VARIED SCHEDULES AVAILABLE

Make the final cut at the biggest new game in town: our spectacular Manchester showcase. The fast-track starts at The Sports Authority for motivated, energetic people ready for a high-value retail environment.

Glen Gammill
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